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This modification of the Maitland Roll Top
Traction Table (Maitland, 1973) differs from
the original as follows:
1. The two weight-bearing leaves are en-
closed by a "guide frame" and the "U-
piece" of the original is replaced by a
hinged "gate" at the foot, which can be
opened downwards for lumbar traction,
or can be locked to restrain the leaves
when the table is required for other
purposes.
2. Four rollers of light steel replace the
wooden dowels.
3. The modified table in use by the author
is held by a floor peg, and is set up be-
between two walls 10' 6" apart which
provide purchase points for traction.
Alternatively, purchase at the head end
can be taken by hooks attached to the
table itself.
4. The design permits a six..foot plinth to
be used.
CONSTRUCTION
The plinth top is of regular width. The
leave3 are of i-inch chip board of 32" and
40" lengths for thoracic and lumbar sections
respectively. About! inch is allowed off each
of these to accommodate thicknesses of cover-
ing material which must be included within
the six feet.
The width of the leaves should be that of
the plinth-top minus! inch for side clearance.
Precise fitting is needed to achieve a firm
table top with the gate closed, and to permit
free gliding of leaves on rollers within the
guide frame when the gate is opened. The
guide frame is of milled i" pine and standing
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no more than Ii" above the revel of the
plinth top. The steel rollers are cut from seam-
less, chromed ~" curtain rod.
FIGURE 1
The "gate" is hinged downwards and one possible
arrangement of harness shown. Pillows and pulley
system are omitted and the straps attached to the
thoracic harness are too high for normal use.
The plinth top is smoothed and levelled
and the guide frame is fixed firmly across the
head end and along the sides to finish flush
with the foot of the plinth top. The gate is
fitted across the foot so that its outer edges
are flush with the outer edges of the guide
frame. The gate is fittea with two hinges and
is clipped to the outer guide frame edges at
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the top by two tension case-clips. The rollers
must be true and are cut about ! inch shorter
than the width between the inner edges of the
guide frame. The leaves are then fitted, mak..
ing the allowances noted above, and uphol..
stered with inch rubber and covering materiaL
The covering is secured with blue tacks to the
sides of the leaves and trimmed along the
bottom edges so that the under-surfaces of the
leaves are left bare. Upholstery tacks can be
used in the final fitting for correcting small
spacing errors-where a leaf is slightly short,
for example.
A firm table top, without movement when
the gate is closed, is essential in preventing the
lifting of the lumbar leaf normally counter-
acted by Maitlnd's "U..piece". The super-
structure should not he painted or varnished
inside the guide frame or over any rolling
surface.
FIGURE 2
View from the foot end with the lumbar leaf re-
moved, standing behind the head of the table to
shO'w part of the under..surface.
The lumbar rollers and the thoracic leaf are in situ
and the gate is open.
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TECHNIQUE
As with the Maitland table, practice enables
the rollers to be correctly placed, and once
done, will permit the leaves to gap about a
f Dot. The rollers require little attention even
though the locked table is used for other
physiotherapy.
When adjusting the harness for traction,
preliminary stretching is done by hand before
the table is unlocked. The gate is locked im-
mediately after traction.
For lumbar traction, the thoracic harness is
fixed to table or wall and the pelvic harness is
attached to a pulley system or to a motor,
taking purchase from the wall opposite at a
selected point.
By fixing the thoracic harness to the head
of the table, it may be used in a space not
exceeding 8' 10'" in length.
Wherever required, Maitland's steel tubing
could be fitted beneath.
ADVANTAGES
1. Like its predecessor, the modification is
efficient, simple to use and economical to
make. Its action and gapping ability com..
pare favourably with commercially-made
tables.
2. Its design mInImISes the possibility of
accidental sideways displacement of leaves
and rollers and its adaptibility is therefore
increased.
3. The elimination of the "U-piece" in favour
of the "gate" not only removes a bulky
fitting, but also enables a plinth no longer
than six feet to be converted into a neat,
roll top table.
DISADVANTAGES
1. A table of this kind is at a technological
disadvantage when compared with those
made commercially, using properly engi-
neered parts.
2. The fairly thick guide frame may present
a slight hazard to patients, despite its
relative lack of height. This can be over..
come by the use of a stool when position..
ing patients and the use of rubber strips
along the upper edges.
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SUMMARY
A modification of the Maitland roll top
traction table is described in detail to enable
the production of an adaptable and inexpen-
sive piece of equipment using an old plinth.
Some details of operating technique are men..
tioned and some advantages and disadvan-
tages are listed.
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FIGURE 3
The open gate from the distal and lateral view"l1oints.
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